Abstract: In this paper, we overview meaning, definition, and applications of ontology on Artificial Intelligence field. Ontology on AI stems from knowledge representation, in particular, knowledge sharing problems, because the traditional ways of knowledge representation lacks completeness, exhaustiveness, and systematicness for sharing and re-use of knowledge. Ontology is therefore expected to be a base of knowledge sharing and reuse. Ontologies have some types, i.e., top-level, domain, task, and application ontologies, and some levels from one providing names and relations to one providing a model for behavior. We also show typical applications of ontologies, i.e., use of ontologies for inter-agent, human-system, and inter-human communication.
Gruber FIPA(Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) [6] (entity) <rdf:Property rdf:ID="eats"> <oil:inverseRelationOf rdf:resource="#is-eaten-by"/> </rdf:Property> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="is-eaten-by"/> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="has-part"> <oil:inverseRelationOf rdf:resource="#is-part-of"/> </rdf:Property> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="is-part-of"/> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="animal"/> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="plant"> <rdfs:subClassOf> <oil:NOT> <oil:hasOperand rdf:resource="#animal"/> </oil:NOT> </rdfs:subClassOf> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="tree"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#plant"/> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="branch"> <oil:hasSlotConstraint> <oil:has-value> <oil:hasProperty rdf:resource="#is-part-of"/> <oil:hasClass rdf:resource="#tree"/> </oil:has-value> </oil:hasSlotConstraint> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="leaf"> <oil:hasSlotConstraint> <oil:has-value> <oil:hasProperty rdf:resource="#is-part-of"/> <oil:hasClass rdf:resource="#branch"/> </oil:has-value> </oil:hasSlotConstraint> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="carnivore"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#animal"/> <oil:hasSlotConstraint> <oil:valueType> <oil:hasProperty rdf:resource="#eats"/> <oil:hasClass rdf:resource="#animal"/> </oil:valueType> </oil:hasSlotConstraint> </rdfs:Class> ontology-definitions slot-def eats inverse is-eaten-by slot-def has-part inverse is-part-of properties transitive class-def animal class-def plant subclass-of NOT animal class-def tree subclass-of plant class-def branch slot-constraint is-part-of has-value tree class-def leaf slot-constraint is-part-of has-value branch class-def defined carnivore subclass-of animal slot-constraint eats value-type animal class-def defined herbivore subclass-of animal slot-constraint eats value-type plant OR (slot-constraint is-part-of has-value plant) class-def herbivore subclass-of NOT carnivore class-def giraffe subclass-of animal slot-constraint eats value-type leaf class-def lion subclass-of animal slot-constraint eats value-type herbivore class-def tasty-plant subclass-of plant slot-constraint eaten-by has-value herbivore, carnivore <rdf:Property rdf:ID="eats"> <oil:inverseRelationOf rdf:resource="#is-eaten-by"/> </rdf:Property> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="is-eaten-by"/> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="has-part"> <oil:inverseRelationOf rdf:resource="#is-part-of"/> </rdf:Property> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="is-part-of"/> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="animal"/> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="plant"> <rdfs:subClassOf> <oil:NOT> <oil:hasOperand rdf:resource="#animal"/> </oil:NOT> </rdfs:subClassOf> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="tree"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#plant"/> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="branch"> <oil:hasSlotConstraint> <oil:has-value> <oil:hasProperty rdf:resource="#is-part-of"/> <oil:hasClass rdf:resource="#tree"/> </oil:has-value> </oil:hasSlotConstraint> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="leaf"> <oil:hasSlotConstraint> <oil:has-value> <oil:hasProperty rdf:resource="#is-part-of"/> <oil:hasClass rdf:resource="#branch"/> </oil:has-value> </oil:hasSlotConstraint> </rdfs:Class> <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="carnivore"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#animal"/> <oil:hasSlotConstraint> <oil:valueType> <oil:hasProperty rdf:resource="#eats"/> <oil:hasClass rdf:resource="#animal"/> </oil:valueType> </oil:hasSlotConstraint> </rdfs:Class> ontology-definitions slot-def eats inverse is-eaten-by slot-def has-part inverse is-part-of properties transitive class-def animal class-def plant subclass-of NOT animal class-def tree subclass-of plant class-def branch slot-constraint is-part-of has-value tree class-def leaf slot-constraint is-part-of has-value branch class-def defined carnivore 
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